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À systematic prbfcedure for processing and reducing
GCD"-gènératèd images has been deyeloped. It inyOlves
removing' unwanted objects and blemishes / , GuhtraOtihiÿ the ' ; 
bias off set, removing : the thermal backgroipTd^ . cprre’dting fhr ' 
areal sénsltivity vAriations, ^hd removing , the Sky 
background. This procédure has been applied to imagee oi 
the cD galaxy jiGC . 6 1 6 , in Abell /tiuate.t .̂ 19'$.'' ' 'Surface 
brightness profiles >in B and R and a'IP cpiour profile
have been generated fOf NGC 6166; Bëtiî ëën d h d '4̂ '! kpt ' the,
surface brightness ptoflies tee ^itb Of Gtmler
(19761, but beyond kpd ..odr profiles decline rapidly. [ The
(B-R) colouf shows'̂ . that the ̂ l à x y  becomes bluéip by
' \ ■■ Vi'■ '"V:0.03 mÀg between’dÂiWd%ddëdÿ,i;{i'd'’'̂ ië<:'dhc'®s-of. IS and ' i33 .'-kpfc'-V ::T
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tentative, pending iimprgy#ient, df ■ ogr, ' method df determining h}
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\ Ttie tern ' cD' galaxy was. J.nfc.rodluçèd ,• by Matthews,, 
Hoirgan, and Schmidt (1964) The 'cD' desl^ation was based
on Morgan's (1956) elaàslficatlon-schenie in .vrfiich a D galaxy 
was defined as having an elliptical-like nucleus surrounded 
by an extensive envelope. The D-like galaxies observed by 
Matthews, Morgan, and Schmidt had significantly larger and 
more diffuse envelopes than we.re typical of D galaxies. 
These large D galakies were given the prefix 'c' in analogy 
with the nptation for supergiant, stars ,in the Henry Draper 
spectroscopic classification.scheme. Therefore, 'cD' galaxy 
reads ap, 'supergiant D' galaxy.
cD galaxies are the-largest, most luminous, and most 
massive galaxies known. Their absolute visual magnitudes 
range from -̂ 23 to -26, and their mdsses are of the order of 
10 Mg, (Jenner 1974). All ’ known çDs are located in 
Clusters of galaxies, and are usually near the cluster's 
projeqted centre*
' . ' . ' ' ' Lists of cD candidates have been compiled by Matthews,
Morgan, and Schmidt (1964, 10 galaxies), aund Morgan and t*eSh
(1965, 18 galaxies). Morgan, Kayser, arid Mhlte . (1975) and
Albert, White, and Morgan (197,7) extendedi the search to poor
■ ,r-.-
, 1  ■'
. ‘2
cluçteriJ ' ( thçfSe not Its ted’in Abell'a 195Ç catalogue), and 
found a total of 2$ possible cDs. Valenti jp and 
B1 jleveld (1983) have compiled a list of . 104 cD candidates., 
which Includes the earlier lists ae well as CDs associated 
with X-ray soutèes. Cluster classification schemes, which 
have a distinct class for clusters containing cDs, such as- 
the schemes of Bautz and Morgain (1970) sind Rood and Sastry 
(1971), also generate,lists of cD candidates (cf.; Leir and 
van den Bergh 1977, Rood and Sastry 1971).
* . 0 • 'Photographic surface photometry of cDs. (e.g. Oemler
1973, 1976; Thuan and Romanishin 1901; Mofbey and Morris
1983; and Valentifn 1983) has shown that thehe galaxies
possess extensive diffuse halos. DeVaucouleurs (1948) and 
Kind .<1966) laws can be successfully fit to the inner
regions . of cDs, but the halos tend to he much brighter than 
the predictions' of these models. The luminosity of. the
halos of CDs correlates strongly with cluster
luminosity, the corrélation being stronger for cDs in rich 
clusters than for those in poor clusters. - This is
interpreted as evidence that the cluster environment has had
some effect on cD formation, especially the halo.
Studies of Colour gradients in cDs. (Gallagher, Taber,
and Burstein 1980; and Valentijn 1883) sKov> that cDs have 
steeper colour gradients than do normal ellipticals (Strom,





the nucleus to 50 kpc from thé centre ra,rige from O.l tu 0.6 
mag, whereas In normal ellipticals It is. usually IfSas than , , 
0.1 mag. .These gradients need more detailed study so that 
reliable 'comparistona can be ma,de with the predlctiona of cD 
galaxy formation hypptheaési
Normal galaxies are believed to form by contraction of
a protogalactic mass in either a quasi-static, or. free-fall
' ’ ■ ' 12 mode. These modes apply to masses less than 10 .
Therefore, if cDs are indeed of the order of 10 , then.
these formation nvechanisms are not necessarily applicable
(Hees J.985),. This would present difficulties for theories
vdiich'.postulate that cDs are the extension of the bright end
of the galaxy luminosity func.tign. Three alternative
formation.mechanisms have been proposed and are discussed.
■ ' - . ' ■ ■ . . 
briefly below. .
The cannibali,sm (or merggr ) model ('Ostrifcer . and
. Tremaine. 1975; Ostriker and Hausman 1977; and Hausman and 
Qstriker 1978) proposes that dynamical friction, between-
galaxies causes the» to. lose kinetic energy and fall, to the
' s. 'centre of the cluster potential well. The galaxies merge
there and are eventually joined by other cluster members.
As . the central galaxy grows by accreting its smaller
neighbours r it develops an extended diffuse halo and takes
on the appearance of a cD. It is predicted that the merger
of galaxies will result in a homogenous mixture of stars
I
, -1
v' _ ' ' . '.' / ' . ' -. ' ' / - - ' "with Tittle pr no radla,l'colour chani^ea. '
The tlda^.dfehria model (Rlchatone l575> 19'76) propPAea 
that collisions hetwoen g&laxlea result in the rpmoval pf
material from their halos. This material falls .to the
■ , ' - \ ' ;; / - '■ ■ -, . - 
, centre of the cluster ’ and forms a diffuse halo around hn
eacisting/central d̂ JLajcy, Since the inf ailing inhterial is
hluer than the existing central galaaqr^ the resulting.cD
will have a' radial colour gradient- -■ ' . - ' - '
The’ cooling intracluster medium (ICM) modeT (Fabian and
 ̂ ; ' - V - : ■ ■ ' . \ ■Nulsen ,1977; Fabian^ Nulsen,. and Canizares 1902; Cowie and
Binney 1977 ; and Sarazin and 0 Connell 1983) suggests that
the observed X-ray emission frpm the central regions of
clusters ( Jones and FOrman' 198.4; and Stewart et al. 1984)
in excess of that expected from models of a hot IÔ ■ K ICM is
due to the presence of cooling gas in these regions. The
pressure of the Surrounding hot gas drives the cooler gas
. inward, resulting irt a large^-scale mass Inflow. The X-ray
data Suggest mass inflow rates as great as 400 M^ ÿr'! ,
to • '. ■ • .which over 10 yr could re pul t In the accumulatign of
• 4 X lo'̂  Mg) - equivalent to à galaxy (Stewart el al, 19B4) .
It is • proposed that the gas cpols sufficlently that
fragmentation occurs, resulting in the optical filaments
reported by Fabian et al. (1981) and Hecktian (.1981)., . _ ' ' '
Further cooling and fragmentation eventually allows stars to 
form. The Conditions In the filaaents are' such that the
;r:
V
■ i. : v
■,.; . . 1 ■' ••“ . .1-
v:UE^er -'^sM a'ic< it(^ ’ï, of - the mees f ùnctiidh hay be as low:
as 1 Ma r resultin^ lh a a population of faint ’ f ed staf s 
( Sarazin aiid 0 ' Qonneli 1983) ; this modal predidts that the 
” halo, shoMld ha çouorhiÿ 0 .2  mag; bluer in (U-V) than thé Inner 
regions.
cD galaxies a ^  ihtrlnsioatly very luminous and as such 
; are  ̂useful as standard candies!. In cosmological tests. 
According to most theories of their origin, they are also ; 
useful, as probes of dyhamicalévolutibn within clusters of 
galaxies.' Hbwayer,; their , usefulness is rédûc.èd by our 
Umltetl understanding of how evolution; affects their 
lobsefvable parame^efB. Studies of the distribution ,of light 
In ̂ CDs, especially In . more r than one > bandpass, help to . 
determine how CDs' eVblyef The primary aim of this study was 
toT^btain a better uhderstànding of the radial, surface 
brightness and colour distributions of the cD galaxies in 
Abell clusters 2199 and 1413 (herblnaftef A2199; AldiS), It 
; wajOïDped thht thege distributions, especially the colour 
data, could bé used vtd test the models discussed above.
' This thesis involved 1> the development bf a systematic.
• procedure fdr prbcessing and reducing c c d imagesr and 2) the-
generation'of hormalixed surface brightness and (B-ft) colour
 ̂ : ; / - ./- : \ \ . - .'profiles for the cp galaxy NOÙ 616d In A2199.., It should be >
\-Stressed that the redUctlbn procedure was developed for .
Surface phbtOmetry oniy - hot stellar photometry. Problems /




backgrounds •DgJ.ays . as . > a result of these p̂ Ê oblems did not 
elibw the completion of proceaeing of thé Al4l3 images ’ or 
thé calibration field images i
Cha.pter 2 describes thé equipment usedr the ‘'programmé 
galaxies, and the observing, procedure, and reviews. CCDs, 
their operation/ and thec. types of images they generate. 
Chapter 3 is a discussion of the specific procedyre 
developed here for cB& image processing. Chapter 4 contains 
a description of the mathod of generating surface brightness 
profilés, and a comparison of the results with previous work 
-and theoretical, predictions. Chapter 5 summarizes thé 
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DATA AQIJISITWH
2.1 Equipment _
The observations described here were obtained on 374 
and 4/^ May.■ 1984 by Dr. "G. -Welch usinq an RCA CCD camera 
at the prime focus of the Cahadà-France-Hawaii .(CFH)
telescope. Thé 3.58m (usable diameter) primary.mifroT has a 
focal length of 13.53 m. The prime/coude upper end was. used 
with the wide field corrector, giving an f/ratio bf -4.20. 
The scale for this configuration is 13.89 arcsec/mm (Racine 
add Lelievre 1982).
The detector used Was an RCA S|D53^12 , chèptge-coup led
device (CCD), camera. The CCD is a thinned backside
illuminated chip with an imaging area of 
512X^20 (= 163,840) picture elemènts i*: pixels).. The 
pixels are 30^m Square and are bn 30/xm centres. The scale
given above corresponds. to ().417 arcsec/pixel giving sky
coverage of roughly 3,56 X  2.22. The detector's sensitivity 
as a function of wavelength is given in figure 2.1. ■
The filters used weré ModId's B and R with effective 
wavelengths and FWHM respectively of.4420 A, and 1129 X in B
"  ^  ' .  ■. ■ e  . ',and 6485 A, and 1267 A in R (Christian 1984). The filter 
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Picfure 2.3.. The trahstnissiojT curve/for the R filter 
(Christian 1984). ,
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2 .2  Programme • .
. The çrograinpe ptoj.éets consist of NGC 6166. in A2199 and 
thé anonymous cD in A1413. These . galaxies are well 
established as bhing cDs on the basis of existing surface 
photometry (Thuan and Romanishin 1981’, figure 7). Their 
surface brightness profiles display large departures from 
deVauc-ouleurs laws fit to their inner regions, in the sense 
that for a given radial distance the galaxy Is actually much 
brighter than predicted by the fit. These departures occur
- close to the centres o f these . galaxies, which makes them.
. ...easier to detect and study. Both galaxies are known to have
■ ■ ■ : \ :. ; / < .' ' 
multiple nuclei; NCîC 6166 has 4, and the A1413 cD has at
least 2. The presence of multiple nuclei iaay indicate that
. . ' . ? . ■■ mergers haVe Occurred recently. Characteristics such ^ s
these make thesë galaxies excellent examples of the cD
. . * ■/. - ■ ' / 
phenomenon and ptime candidates for study. .
Ebcisting photometry will provide a valuable check, on 
our reductions. NGC 6166 and the cD in A1413 haVebeen 
studied in detail by Oemler (1976); NGC 6166 has also been 
studied by. Minkowski (1961), Gallagher et al. .(1980), and 
Murphy et.al. ‘ (1983), The surface brightness profiles of 
Oemler (1976) (as presented in Thuan and Romanishin 1981) 
and the colour profiles of Gallagher et al. (1980) • and 
Valentijn (1983) will be used for comparison with the 
results of this study.
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2.3 rntro4üctlon to CCDa
The following is, a simplified description of CCDs, 
based on RCA's de-sign, A CCD consists of a layer of n-type . 
silicdri (substrate) in which thirl’ strips of p-type material 
known as channel stops are embedded. The substrate Is 
covered with an insulating layei? of oxide. , Electrodes, iri 
the form of thin Strips • oriented perpendicular to_ the
channel stops, are deposited on the oxide layer. Potential
' : ' ' 'differences are applied tô the electrodes to form potential 
Wells in the silicon substrate. A picture element 
(hereinafter pixel.), is formed,by two channel stops and à set 
of three electrodes in which the central electrode is at a 
higher ’ positive potential relative to the two outer 
electrodes, thus creating a potential well under the central 
electrode. The channel stops form 320 rows and the 
electrodes form 512. pixels per row, therefore the CCD 
contains 512 X 320 = 163 ,.840 pixels (see figure 2.4).
Electrons in the valence band are raised to the 
conduction band by th^ absorption'of. energy from photons 
incident on the silicon Substrate. In the conduction band 
the eleçtrjbns are attracted tq the potential well under the 
centraDvaTectrode of each pixel. During integration the
potentials are fixed and electrons accumulate in the
° - ' -, ' ' potential wells in direct proportion to the nuinber of
photons striking the silicon in their vicinity. Therefore,
\
13
each pixel contains information oh the intensity of the 
sowrce at> its looàtionv This information is, collected by 
the process of reading-out the chip/ which involves 
increasing the potentiâ̂ l of the bounding electrode closest 
to the output registerf and decreasing the potential of the 
central electrode. The potential well and- the electrons it . . 
contains are now underneath the“ bounding electrode. When 
these changes in poteHtial occur three times the potehtial 
wells and electrons move the length of one pixel, and the 
first column of 320 pixels moves into thé output shift 
register. The output shift register is a column of pixels 
like any other, but it dbes not form part of the image area 
and is only used in the read-oüt process. It is located to 
the left of the image area on a displayed image (see figure 
2.41. Before the next column is shifted, each pixel of the 
output shift register • r is trans'fered to an on-board 
pre-amplifier by the Same method as" .outlined above. The 
electrons stored ih each potential well produce.an analog 
signal, which is converted.to a digital number by external 
electronics. This information, in analog-to-digital units, 
hereinafter ADU, can be manipulated and stored by a 
computer. When all 320 pixels have been read, the next
column of the image is shifted into the: output shift j,
register and- the process is Repeated. This continues for
512 columns and results in a set of 163,040 . numbers which 
represent the image. , '
14
- 512 columns








iFigure''2.4.' . A schematic diagreun of the RCA CCD showing the 
horizontal and vertical directions as used in 'the text. Note 
that in RCA*s documentation these directions are interchanged.' 
The horizontal direction corresponds to the direction.of electron 
motion in the image.area. The vertical direction corresponds to 
the direction of electron motion in the output shift register.
* f
■ ■ ■ ' , . ■ ■■ : 15 . ■ ■ ;
The names given to . the various tyf)es of frames or 
Images are : hias frames, dark frames, dome flat-fleld
frames, sky Images, and object \lmage3 . A bias frame is 
obtained by readihg-oUt the chip a few times).and then 
immediately reading it out.again Without any exposure to 
light, and with as little time elapsed since the end of the 
last cleaning as possible. This signal approximately
represents the offset introduced by the electronics during
■ ' . . .
read-out. The bias level actually consists of. a fixed areal 
pattern, represented by the bias frame, added to a variable
(from frame-to-frame) - offset* This variable offset is
% ' - , - ' ' represented by the mean of an overclocked area which will be
described below. All other data frames must have a bias
level subtracted (pixel-by-pixel) from them.
A darl^ frame is an integration (of 900 seconds in this 
case) without exposure to light. The signal is due to the. 
accumulation of thermal.charge in the potential wells. Mo 
matter how cold the chip is ma.intained (near -110 C for the
present observations) a few electrons will have sufficient
. ■ ■ ■ ■ • . -■ ,* . energy to occupy the silicon conduction band. These
electrons are present whether or not the chip is exposed to
light. The contribution of. these electrons to the total
signal must be removed from other frames. This is
accomplished by subtracting (pixel-by-pixel). a dark frame
scaled to the exposure length of the. frame being treated.
The scaling is required , because the dark signal is a
16
function, of time. This procedure assumes that the 
hèmgérhture of t"he chip remains sufficiently constant (il“C). 
throughout the obse<rvlng run.
A dome flat-field frame is obtained by a short 
iritegtatiort (60 - 90 seconds) of a smooth flat white painted 
surface on the Interior of the dome which is illuminated by 
a high intensity lamp. It is assumed.that the true image is 
areally uniform (flat) because the scjurce is far out of 
focus. . Therefore, within random error, each pixel receives 
the same number of photons. If the CCD were perfect, each 
pixel would output the same signal (within the random 
error). The dome flat-field is a measure of how the actual 
sensitivity of the chdp varies from pixel to pixel. The 
method of using dome flat-field frames to partially remove 
sensitivity variations will be discussed Ih section 3.5'.
The sky Images are obtained by exposing the CCD to a 
relatively empty region of sky. The exposure times are the 
same, hs'those of the object images in the corresponding
filter. In' this study the sky fields are between 5' and 30'»
north or south of the object image fields. Inevitably these 
empty regions have numerous faint stars and galaxies which 




The purpose of- the sky Images is two-fold', First, , the 
dome flat-field frames do not remove all the effects of
pixel-to-plxel sensitivity variation across the chip. This
' - ' > sensitivity variation fs a function of the spectral energy
distribution of the source. The high intensity lamp and the
sky do not have the same spectral energy distributions,
therefore the response of the CCD to the two Sources is not
the same, and fl‘at-flelding with the dome images will not
completely remove the effects of sensitivity variation. The
residual sensitivity variation is removed by a second
flat-fielding operation using a suitably smoothed mean of
the sky images.
Second, these Images are also used to determine the sky 
background level appropriate to object Images. An accurate 
determination is required because the halo brightness level 
is only a small fraction of the sky level. .
Object images are exposures of the objects to be 
studied and of calibration.fields. .Integration times for 
the galaxies are 1200 seconds in B and. 900 , seconds in R. 
Each imaging sequence of the cDs consists of. two images 
placed 'end-to-end' (with 1/4 overlap of the Images along 
their long dimension) to cover thé galaxy ih the racial 
direction. The calibration fields, containing sequences of 
standard stars, are.those in the. globular clusters M92 and 
tïGC 4147 (Christian et al. 198,5). Exposures of these
■ I *
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fiéldla range from 60 to 1̂120 seconda. These Images wllï p e
, ' J
îsed to determine' . the extinction , arid transf ormation
coefficlenta.
Common to all .Images la an overclocked area. .This area^
• ' : ' : - . ' ^ ■ ' la obtained by continuing the chip read-out after sthe 512
columns containing the actual image data have been read and ■
stored. On the CFHT CCD, the overclocked atea consists of
13 columns of data/ The process of obtaining . the
Overclocked area effectively cleans out any, 'le^ftover'
electrons which might have spilled out of the •potential
wells during the readout. The signal in the overclocked
area typically shows a sharp decline^ over the first 4
columns to a relatively constant level - over the last 9
columns. These last 9 columns are used tp fix the bias
offset for each Image by determining the average ADU/plxel
value In the, region between' columns 517 andr 52h and fows 2
and 319. ;
^ 'The general procedure followed during an observing
*■ ,session was to obtain a half dozen bias frames and dom'd flat 
field frames during twilight. After twilight a few images 
of a calibration field Were takten> followed bÿ the first 
part of a cD imaging sequence, consisting of : the central
field of the galaxy in R, the corresponding sky in R, the 
same sky field ip B, and the oentral field in B. This waS 
followed by a few calibration ftsld images'and/or a few bias
..i
-il,':
t . . \ i
ïr
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àYidi second, part qf a cD Imagirtg sequence ; This 
followed the «àme. çis ■ thé fIrstjjfjàtt, except thàt the
k , \ /: /' - : v  %' ' ' \ k  '" \  ̂:• field, bf View #19 bffeét wîthïri. the galaxf as described
àboVs, V Thè bfdet Qf filtér usage was hot necéssArllÿ as
sjKcclf ied above. Hhen both^gaiaxiee^^l^ hëen imaged a fey
ttopè calibration field images and bias f rames' were takéh.
Àt the : ehd of thé night thé CCD camera was set to
Automatically obtain dArk f rames by performing repeated 900 
: -k- second integrations with the shutter closed-.- JOther^dark
\'k/. ' k  ' k ; .. k ■frames -Wre also obtained during the obsérylng'àétsion. a  
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CHAPTER 3 .
IMAGE PROÇEâSING AND DATA REDUCTION
The Images generated by a CCD . reguire & considerable 
amount of processing tgrèrideb them useful for quantitative 
work. For exampl’h, sdrface photometry of .diffuse objects 
may' require that star images in the fiel^ be ■ removed. ' Tïie 
effect of pixel-to-pixel' sensitivity variations- in the . CCD 
must be removed in order to accurately measure the light 
distribution in extended ob^ebts.
A computer system is used to perform, all handling and 
manipulation of, the image data. Irj this case the system is 
based on a DEC PDP ill/23 rimning under the IÆ-11SJ operating 
system. À Kennedy Mc^e1 9800 tape drive is vised fdr
archival , storage of d^t^U À bSD 880 ,31.1 Megabyte
winchester hard disk Is used for peripheral storage during 
processing. Display., of images is accomplis^d With, a Matrox 
'8-bit gray scale imàge display system and à Tv monitori
The image processing procédure consists of removing 
Unwanted*'objects and blemishes (çleaning), removing the bias 
léyel introduced #y the eiectrpnics (bias frame 
, aub'traction), . removing tha thermal background (d^ frame
subtraction)/ êorracting fOr • areaX sensitivity yariatidn 
. ' ■ (dome , and sky flât^fielding)/ and rempving the sky
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ijackgrounci’. The Images form a. hierarchy in the sense that _ 
processing’.: an image involves the nsè of all image types 
which proceed it in the hierarchy. The following is a list., 
of the image types ordered accordjing > to the number of
operations involved In processing themj bias frames, dark
frames, dome flat-fields, sky Images, and object images.
Bias frames require cleaning and'.subtraction of the mean . of 
the overclocked area. • Dark frames require cleaning,
: overclo.ck-subtraction', and subtraction of the bias frame. 
Dome flat-field frames • require the same processing as the 
dark frames, as well as subtraction of a dark frame. gky 
images require the same processing as the dome flat-fields, 
as well as-flat-fielding using.'the dqme flat-fields. Object
images require the same processing as sky images, as well as .
.V.:,’-' ' ■ . ■ ■ , ■ •sky flat-fielding and subtraction. These operations require
■ ' ' • ■ ■ ' . "  . V  ' 'the uSe Of a large number of programmes which were written
■either. individually or in groups by G. Collins^ •
D. MU K. Welch, G. A. Nelch, and the aUthor. .The reduction
procedure took about a year to develop and represents the
majority of the^time 'Spent on this thesis. For this reason,
and because the procedure ■iS' not documented elsewhere, à
fairly thorough description will be given. Section 311
gives a brief summaty of the. method of processing an objjèct
image (see also Figure Section 3.? describes the
general methods, of cleaning, and sections 3.3 through 3.7 .
22'
describe the treatment of the various., bypes of. images.
; Table 3.1 gives descriptions, of the funetinha of the various 
\Programmes.' Listings of theSe programmes are .available from 
Dr. G. A. Welch.
.  \  . \ / . / .  \  ^  .  . .  - . i
I
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.3.1 SuTnmAry of Image Processing-
The following is a symçiary of the method of processing
an object image using the software existing at the time of
writing.:
(1) Blemishes and objects larger than the filter to be used
should be removed using programme F*UZH and any hot jrows 
or columns can.be removed using programme CLEAN.
(2) Smaller .blemishes can be removed using programme MEIDER
with a filter size of 21 pixels, a. ciiscriminant of 20.
ADU, and unit weights.
■ ■ ■
,(3.) The'average of the overclocked area can be calculated
using programme RÈCTH and subtracted-, from each pixel of 
• the object image using programme-ARITIR. This procedure
removes the DC offset introduced by the .electronics.
(4) A bias frame (or ideally a mean of . many; bias freones
collected oyer the observing run) should be subtracted 
using programme SUER. This will remove the fixed
pattern of noise introduced by the electronics during
read-out.
(5) An appropriately scaled dark frame (or mean dark frame)
should be subtracted using programme SUER. This will




(6) Firs.^ ^desr sensitivity variations cdh be removed by 
. flat-fielding with;, an . average dome *f lat-f ield using
programme FLATR. ' .
(7) Residual sensitivity variations can be removed by 
flat-fielding with a cleaned mean sky (possibly smoothed 
by averaging In blocks using programme BLKÀVG)
25
Cleaning rçmoval of blemishéa and unwanted objects
- àipplles to a.11 images
- CLEAN, CLEANM, FUZy, MEDFR
Overclocked area - calculation and removal of DC 
offset
applies tp all images 
RECTH, ARITIR
Bias Subtraction - removal of non-random noise 
introduced b y  the electronics 
applies to all images except 
bias frames 
SUB%
. - ; ■
Dark’ subtraction -.removal of thermal background
- applies to object, sky/ and 
dome,flat fields 
-T SÜBR . ; ■
' N
Dome flat-fielding - .removal of first order 
sensitivity variations applies to object and sky images 
FLATR
N/
Sky flat-fielding - removal of residual sensitivity ,
variations 
-applies to object ind Sky images 
- pLKAVGr FLATR
Figure 3.1. A flowchart of the Various.stages of image 
processing, including the types of images each stage 
applies to, and the programmes used at each stage.
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'3.2 Image Cleaning
All CCD images suffer from cosmetic flaws. These .mky 
be caused bÿ rôws or ■ columns of pixels or single pixels 
whiph do not behave 'normally' r  In that they do not respond 
to. photons in a manner similar to the majority Of pixels. 
Some afeas of the chip may be completely 'dead', rendering 
one or more pixels insensitive to light. In contràst, some 
areas 'bloom*, that is they produce a signal larger than the 
background with or without exposure to light. In its milder 
forms this latter problem results in. a bright spot (similar 
in appearance to a stellar image) often called an LED (light 
emitting diode). In more severe caSes it can result in a 
hot row created by smearing the excess electrons along the 
cOw during readout.
Another problem results-from cosmic ray events. These 
■produce hot spots o r , streaks (depending on the angle of 
incidence) comprising as many as 8-10 pixels. The cosmic 
rays responsible are probably muons and electrons With 
energies in the 10 to 10 MeV rahge, ^ i c h  deposit some of
their energy in the silicon substrate by exciting and
■ ' ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ionizing silicon,atoms (Leach and Gursky 1979)  ̂ Cosmic raya
ate incident at a rate of roughly 0.08. cm'‘̂ 5'^ , which for a,
/ - : ' . chip 1.47496 cm results In 420 events hr" . The majority
’ ' j :. , 'of events cause minor blemishes which are lost in the.noise. 




Image. This" type,of blemish is found on all Images except 
' thé bias frames.. • . ‘ ’ ’
•Astronomical objects that are not part of the programme 
need to b^ removedJ These occur only on sky and object 
images and dn average in roughly equal numbers.
A nümbef of programmes were developed to remove these ^ 
unwanted objects ahd blemishes.. The most straightforward of 
/ ( these . was programme /CLEAN.^ This Is an interactive
programme., which is- iised to replace a specific area of the .
. imager usually part of\a few rows or columns, with either a 
specified valuë or a Value interpolated in one dimension 
from the pixels bordering . the area. This programme was 
usually used to remove hot rbws in overclocked areas.
Programmé CLEANH was developed for the purpose of 
automatically removing ' single pixels and small groups- of t 
pixels (up to 4-6 pixels), which differ from .the local 
background by more than some discriminant* The dlscrlAlhant 
can be a multiple of the standard deviation of the ADÜ/pixel 
value , in some area of the Image, or its value can be 
Specified by the user. The m e i s  to compare a pixel • 
with Its immediately adjaceht^^ffighbours. |Cf the absolute 
value of the pixel differs from the, local background by more 
than the dlscrlmihaijit then it Is replaced by the local 
background value . The local background"'value-Is*^ calculated.
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from the previous batckground and a weighted mean of the 
surrounding pixels from which the central pixel differed by 
more than the discriminant. A rapid increase in ADU/pixel 
values was found in the upper- and lower-most, rows of all 
images. This posed a problem because. CLEANH treated these 
rows as hot and attempted to clean them. The problem was 
solved by having the programme ignore the upper and Ipwer 10 
rows of the image. The first 16 columns presented a similar 
problem and thèse.were also ignored. The programme can also 
ignore specified rectangular areas of the image. This
option was developed for use on the dark frames.
. • . ■ ’ ■ ■ '
CLEIANH cannot remove blemishes larger than ,4-6 pixels
square because in these cases the pixels used for comparison
^  are not representative of the local background. Although
CLEIAN can remove larger blemishes it is restricted to an
interpo.latiqn in one dimension. The highly interactive
programme FÜZH was developed to overcome these; limitations.
The user specifies the parameters of an ellipse to be drawn
around the object to be removed. A sguâre box is then drawn
around the ellipse. • A lèast-squares fit of a
two-dimensional linear function' is made to the region
between the ellipse ahd the box, and is used to Interpolate
: ■■ : # oVer the area contained within the ellipse. The user can
graphically check whether the . feature has been
satisfactorily removed, and if desired store-the changés, in'-
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a . new file. The Interpolations appear as obvious 
modifications on the TV monitor, but it is the lack of 
random noise in the interpolations which gives the ' cleaned 
areas their strikingly smooth appearance.
FUZH and CLEIANH tend to be rather time-consuming (up to . 
4 hours per image on our system), and.CLEANH's method of 
determining whether a pixel should be cleaned is more 
complicated than ndtessary. To speed up the cleaning 
process we developed programme MEDFR which ' uses the 
technique of the weighted median filter (Brownrigg 1984), 
This programme eventually replaced CLEANH and to a large 
extent FUZH because it is capable of removing blemishes in a 
large range of Sizes. It is also fully automatic and 
therefore requires less processing, time ('̂ 30 minutes). The 
method consists of examining a set of 9 pixels at the 
corners and midpoints of a square, the size of which is an 
odd integer specified by the user. This set of 9 pixels . 
forms the filter. The programme finds the median value of 
the 9 pixels and replaces the central pixel with the median 
if it differs from the median by more than a Specified 
discriminant. The 9 fdxels cah be weighted when determining 
the . median. This programme can completely remove any 
blemish smaller than the filter; however, a border around 
the image of width equal to half the filter size will not be
30.
cleaned. The detailed cleaning procedure for each type of 




■ ' * ■  .As mentioned previously, bias frames are essentially 
zero, second integrations representing the offset level 
introduced by the electronics during the read-out process, 
ü^e first step in the treatment of the bias frames was to 
use programme REGTH (which performs various statistical 
computations within a specified rectanguiar, area) to 
determine the typical ADU value of these images, the numbers 
and types of hot spots, and the size of any large scale 
gradients. ' A vertical cut through ft .typical bias frame 
showed a rapid drop over,the first 100 rov>s (from 476-4-56
A. ■ .ADU) and a decrease of, 2. ADU from row 101 to 320.. This 
vertical gradient is believed • to be due to the 
synchronization of the read-out of the output shift register 
with the ambient 60 Hz. frequency. There was no poticable 
overall horizontal gradient. The overclocked area showed 
none of . the, hot rows or gradients found in.other lAageg.
A number of bias frames were examined to obtain gome 
idea of the typical signal to be found in these images. 
Typical values range from 453 to 457 ADU/pixel. The frames 
were examined using the byte selection option of programme 
DISH (used to display images on a* TV monitor)^—^ o  locate 
èxtremèly hot pixels.(i 32Ù0U ADÙ). .
' - \ ' ' ' ' f . :
\
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Programme CLEL^H wag used to remove these hot pixels 
using a «discriminant , of iO tifoes the standard devihtion 
determined in the 51X51 pixel box defined by columns 200 
and 250, and. rows .150 and 200, The standard deviation 
typically found was between ±3,1 and ± 3/4 .'ADUf therefore, 
the discriminant was between 31 and 34 ADU, Typically l.or 
2 extremely hot pixels were found per im%e.
A mean value for the overclocked areas' wgd determined 
using programme RECTH with a rectangle defined by columns 
513 and 525, and rows 2 and 319. .The upper- and lower-most 
single rows were excluded because they were abnormally high. 
The mehn determined within this redtangle. was subtracted 
from each pixel of the frame, This was. done separately for 
each bias frame using programme ARITIR. These frames, will 
be referred to as overqlock-subtracted frames^
■ , Oncé all, the bias f tames from both nights were 
overclock-subtracted theÿ were combined; using programme AVR 
to produce a mean bias frame (file: BOOICM).- The ; average
signal of the mean bias frame was -0.35 ÀDÜ, This mean bias 
frame is assumed to represept an underlying areal structure 
common to all images. -Added to this structure is the 
variable offset represented by the mean of the overclocked 
area of each image. The offset is variable in the sense 
that it is. unique for each image. ; <






‘ '3v'i Park Frames
■ .;-.v
r r : .^e dark frames, are- ;i5' - minuté intégrations,, withput 
• éX||>oâutê to light and Represent'• the thermal charge
acoômüiated during an intégrâtion of équàl length* The most 
atrikihg aspect of theàe ftaméâ ta thé appearance of hrjtght 
; spots at the same locations in ail the frames. tteéé are 
thé ppps referred .to previously. They are caused by tlie 
diffusion of •electrons from the -valence band into the.
. ipdtentiai wells in the conduction band. The accumulation of,vi;: .r v:- : . i.\i :•
electrons in these areaS mimics the effect *of ; photond
incident on the-areas during Integration. . /
(
/
At the suggestion of Korméndy (1904) we did hot /t:,emove 
the LEDs in the dark ffames,. since they ought to bd removed 
from other fbames when :thè. mean dark frame was’ ^^tracted /
To do this we needed to locate the bright spots common to .
the 29 usable dark frames. Programmés HUNIH and PIJiH were :
: : \ v. ;-r rwritten fot this purpose: HUNTIi uses ChEANH's detection
code, but Instead of replacing the detected hot pixels it
merely stores thatr coordinates in a file./ PIXH then
searches the files Created by MPNTH (one file per frame) to 
locate pixel coordinates which gre common to all frames, 
Only these jplkeis which ate bright/in afi frames are defined 
as LEpS. A discrimihant of IS  AeIU, Which Is  approximàtely 5 
times the standard deviation .ài ‘ the; noise,, was uSed. in 







pixels, wèrç found to b<jf commoti to all 29 dark, framea..
’ - A rectangle was.' pladed around each group of brlghl 
pixels and CLEAÏjlH Was modified’ so that it would not operate 
inside the boundarieia of the specified rectaitgles. 'ÙpEAtïH 
W^s run on, all dàrk framtea using ARCH1.DAT with a 
discriminant of 15 ADÜ and the upper and lower Ï0 rOWa 
skipped- Typically 180-220 bright pixels were found per 
.image.:. ■ :'
* Examination\pf the overdlocked areas of the dark frames 
typically showed-' a decline over the first 4 columns 
(513-516),r f rom the image area value of 459 ADU/pixel to 
the typical- « overclocked area value Of ^454 ADU/pixel. In 
determining the average of the overclocked area the first 
four ; dolumns were avoided by dsing a rectangle, defined by 
coiUiris 517 to 525 and rows 2 to 519 (hereinafter called the 
standard rectangld); The mean generated from Within this 
rectangle .was sidïtracted from each pixel of the 
corresponding imhge generating an overclock-subtracted dark 
fi^me. The set of 29 overclock-subtracted dark frames from 
both htghts , was . combined to produced a mean 
ovèrclock-subtracted dark frame.
- ^real variation of the bias level was removed by 
subtracting the mean bias frame from the mean 
oVerclocky^bubtracted dark frame using programme SU^R (which 
subtracts two imagés plxei-by-pljpei) • îhis produced the
‘ i
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mean blap- and-^ c^ecclock-subtracted . *^ark frame 
(file; DOOIQB). . ' : , ;
/
The accumulation of thermal charge is assumed to , be a 
linear functioh of time, so that dark frames Côrrésponding 
to different intégration times can be constructed from the 
mean dark frame simply by multiplying,, by the ratio o t  the 
integration times. For example, the mean dark frame : for B 
object ■ images which have integration times of 1200 seconds, 
would be equal to the original mean •. dark frame: (DOOICB) 
multiplied by (i20Q/9()0).






3.5 Dome Flat-Field Frames
The dome flat-field frames are éxpdBureë of 66 seconds 
(in R) or 90 seconds (in B).of a white screen attached to 
the inside of the dome. The only remarkable thing- about
' 4them is ■ their high signalr typically of the order of 10 
.ADU/pixel.
• •' , ■ ■ " . ; ' ' V  -, : .
The dome flat-fields were processed with CLEANH using a
discriminant of 1500 ADU ( =50(r to 300<r) and with the upper 
and -lower. 10 rows skipped. Examination of the overclocked 
area, showed Visual evidence of hot rows. .In most images 
these were found at rows 130, 237, .238, and. 239.. The mean
and standard deviation in the standard rectangle were
calculated after each row (or set of rows) * was removed by
interpolating in the vertical direction using CLEAN.' When 
- the mean changed by less than O;10. ADU/pixel, no further 
'modifications were ihade. The mean*of the overclocked area 
was subtracted as usual from the corresponding frame!
- .'' 'The overclock-spbt%Acted dome flat-fields (12 per
bandpass) were averaged in each bandpass. The mean bias 
frame was ' subtracted from each of the mean 
overclock-subtracted dome flat-fields• The mean dark frame 
was scaled down by the appropriate factors, 60A900 = 0.08667 
for Rr and 90'/^00 i 0.1000 for B» and the scaled mean dark 
frames were subtracted . from the - bias- and- 
Qverclock-subtracted dome flat-fields producing à mean bias-
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sky images are integrations .(900 seconda in R and 
IZOO, seconds in B) of '.blank' areas of- sky. These images 
are of course, noh truly vacant, but ■ contain many faint stars’ 
and galaxies-. The R images display interférence fringes, 
since the chip .acts as à thin ft lis for wavelengths in the R 
bandpass 1 The fringes are believed to be due to a number of 
strong night sky emission lines in this ‘ region, in 
particular, neutral oxygen at 6300 A and 6364 A (see figure, 
3.1): These electromagnetic waves interfere constructively
and destructively, according to the thickness, of.the chip at 
a given pointy producing an interference, pattern by the same 
mechanism which produces Newton'a rings-. By comparing 
. different sk:y imageh, it could be seen qualitatively that 
the shape of. the interference fringe pattern was not 
variable, although th^ intensity did vary slightly. The 
amplitude of the fringes above the local background is 
estimated to be less.than 1%. No attempt was made to remove 
the fringes.
. Two of the sky Images vJere checked for large scale 
gradients by sampling 40 X 40 pixel squares at various 
locations. Over the whole imageÿ a less than 2%' change in 
the background was found horizontally, and' the Shape was 
consistent between images with a peak in the middle and a 













■ NIGHT SKY - BRIGHTNESS - AT MALNA
7000
KEA
Figure 3.2, The spectrum.of the night sky at Mauna Kea XRacine and ielievre 1982)
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4% was found. These gradients-aré .probably due to large 
scale sensitivity variation^, which are reittoved by the , 
flat-fleldihg process described below.
At this stage some method of removing large unwanted • 
objects (ie.r stars and galaxies) was required. FUZH was 
developed, for thia purpose. The Initial plan was to u&e 
FUZH to remove as many of the larger objects as poasibTe and- 
then use CLEANH to remove the smaller blemishes. The number 
.'of blemishes removed using FUZH sometimes ran as high as 60, 
requiring up to 4 hours of work. Fortunately, only 6 (of 
13) sky images were cleaned this way before programme #EDFR 
was developed.. MEDFR is capable of removing blemishes as 
large as the filter, thereby eliminating many of the smaller 
Blemishes which previously had to bë removed using pUZH. 
The typical filter size used was 21 X .21 pixels. This size 
was choosen so as to minimize the si±e of the unfilJtered, 
border, and to avoid the distortion of the halo gradient 
. which .Would have resulted from the use :of a larger filter. 
All sky images were recleaned, using FUZH to remove
blemishes larger than 21 pixels square (typically 10 '
. ' .. . ' . . -blemishes and 0,5 to 1 hour of work per image)> followed by
MEDFR to remove the smaller blemishes.
The overclocked areas Showed rto hot rows, but the ramp 
over the first 4 coluiùns was present. The standard 




area of each image,,, and this. was. subtracted from the 
corresponding Image. An , average oyerclock-subtracted sky 
image waô calculated for each bandpass (6 in R ahd 7 in B), 
and the mean bias frame was subtracted from each of these.
Recall that v^en cleaning the dark frames ,;( dsing CLEANH 
and FUZH) the LEDs were excluded from treatment.- MEDFR is 
not capable of excluding specified portions of an!image. It
therefore removes the LEDs. If urifiltered dark frames (with •
'■ ■ ■ ■ ■' - ■ / .'a - ' ■ - ' ' ■LEDs) were subtracted from filtered images (without -LEDs),
the ’ result would be negative numbers at the location of the
LEDs. This problem was solved by filtering the mean dark
frame using .the same filter size, dlscrimlna.nt', and .weights
as were used in filtering the sky images. The filtered mean .
dark frame, with appropriate scaling, was then subtracted
from the bias- ,. and- overelockrsubtracted. mean sky
flat-fIelds.
Programme FLATR was used to correct the mean dark- and- 
bias-corrected sky images for areal non-unlf^ormity of 
■ response (flat-fielded) using the mean dome flat‘-field's. 
The flat-fielding process consists of dividing, the ADu count 
of each pixel of the image to be corrected by the AQU count 
of the corresponding pikel of a normalized"flat-f ield frade. 
The flat-field is normalized by dividing each of its • pixels 
by the : average ADÜ count of the flat-field frame (Leach 
et.all 1900). This may be expressed as>
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l / ■ ^ I'iV J F-/ <F>] ‘ • • (3.1)
where/ la the 1th pixel of the corrected laage,
la the corresponding pixel in the uncorrected
: . ' . .
F \ la the corresponding pixel In the flat-fleld
;  ,  ^  '  , ,  /  ;
'ahd (F) = (17N)'^F^ la the average of the f lat-f ield
frame. - '
That this la In fact a’ correction for non-uniformity of 
response can be seen. as. follows. If we assume the chip 
images a uniform source, then the normalized , flat-fieId 
gives for each pixel the factor by which it differs from the 
mean response of all pixels on the chip. If, for example, 
some pixel's normalized value Is less than 1:, then it has 
not responded as strongly as the 'mead pixel'. If the same 
pixel rèsponds similarly during an Image exposure then Its 
ADU count will be lower than that of the 'mean pixel'. The 
correct ADU count is obtained.by dividing by the normalized 
pixel, thereby increasing its ADU count so that it appears 
to have the same response as the 'mean pixel'.
The process of flat-fielding with the.dome flat-fields 
does ndt completely remove all sensitivity .variations, 
because the chip responds differently to the different 
' spectral energy distributions of the high Intensity lamp and 
the sky. .Following-Kormendy (1984V we used modified mean
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sky Im&ges tq perform a second flat-fielding operation. The 
process of modifying the mean sky images involves dividing 
the image into 16 K  15 pixel rectangles and replacing the
individual pixels- with their average value over ' the
çtetrtanglè (programme BLKAVG). This procedure has the
disadvantage of smoothing out any real small-scale 
variations, but increases the, overall signal-to-noise ratio 
(S/N) in the resulting image. This was desirable because of 
the low exposure level of typical , sky images. The
individual sky images, -were then fla'^-fielded with the 
appropriate smoothed mean sky flatrfield, reducing,the large 
scale variation to less than 1%.
The individual sky images were,intended to be used to 
represent the sky background in the object, images. HoWever, 
direct subtraction of a treated individual sky image would 
significantly decrease the S/N of the resulting net object 
image. To avoid this.we decided to model the sky with a 
two-dimensional second otrder polynomial (using programme 
POLYFT)» .It wak assumed that the variation of the sky 
brightness oyer the chip was hot sufficiently rapid to 




3.7 Object Images ' ’ ’
The object imagés in this study are 900 and l200
integrations (in R and B respectively) of thç galaxies being
s s - . ■ . ■ , ■y£ Studied, ahd 60 and 120 Integrations of the photometric
calibration fields. These images suffer the same problems
as the sky images (ie., interference fringes, in R and a
liberal sprinkling of stars and galaxies over the field) and
were Cleaned in basically the same manner. FUgH was used to
remove the larger objects, and in some cases it was
necessary to interpolate (vertically) over the hot rows 237
to 239. The overclocked•area was cleaned and the me&n ADÜ
value Within the standard rectangle determined in the usyal
manner. .
. .
These images' were also filtered, but the filter 
severely distorted the bright cores of the programme 
galaxies. The, distortion of the inner regions] (less than 20 
kpc from the centre in the case of NGC 6166) was obvioys 
■ from visual inspection. In the case of NGC 6166, filtering 
■ resulted in the coalescence of the miultiple nuclei and in 
the appearance of 'jet-like' structures radiating from the 
centre. A check' of the average ADD/pixel value in a,10 X 10 
pixel box showed that the difference between the filtered 
and unfiltered images was about 0., 27% at 21. kpc from the 
< centre of NGC 6166. To convince ourselves that the 
filtering had not affected the halo gradient, we took
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horizontal and vertical profiles!through aA image created by 
aubtracting the filtered and unfiltered (but otherwise fully 
processed) versions of the same image). The profiles showed'
. .. - ■ 'i ■ irandom scatter ahout zero, • indicating that, the filtering
■ • • -, . ■ - I ;• \process had not distorted the large scale gradients oUtside 
the core.
The individual images were bias- and- dark-corrected, 
mean dome flat-fielded, and mean sky flat-fielded aS^usual. 
The final step involved the removal of the sky background. 
The first' attempt at this involved .subtracting the 
polynomial fit to the sky image which was closest both 
spatially and temporally to thé object image., This was 
initially attempted, with apparent success, oh R and B 
images of NGC 6166 (object:A332Y4; sky;C333Y4,
object;A336Y4; sky;C335Y4). However, when the procedure was 
applie^ to a B image of the CD in A1413 (object;A322Y4; 
sky;C32lY4) it Resulted in negative numbers over most of the 
image. Apparently the sky background was significantly 
variable ( 5 to 6% of the sky ), during and/pr between these
exposures. When this procedure was applied; to a secOnd R 
image of NGC 6166 (object:A130Y4j sky:C131Y4) . the same
problem occurred. The Initial success with the other NGC. 
6166 .images appears to ' have been fortuitous. The 
possibility that the sky background varied significantly 




. the 'qa,iibr;a.tlon field image g will provide a clear measure of
■ . ' ■ ■ ■ . ■■ the jphOtometrie quality of the skyv
' \  "  '
Preliminary ihvestigatfona of the type to be described
in sect ion 4'. 1 indicated that the .sky level teay have been
reached on the images of the centre qf NGC 6166. ' This
provided j^other way of estimating the sky background. We
calculated the avefage-ADÜ<couht in a/ rectangle placed in
the upper right Obrner (435,500,235,310 = 5016 pixels) ot
the treated- (Jbut not sky-subtracted) object image and in the
same place'.on thg, polynomial representing the corresponding
sky image, (This;afea was choosen for the following reasons,
, The orientation of the galaxy on the images was, such that.
the upper-right corner was the area farthest from the centre
of the galaxy. Also, there was no apparent gradient due to
the galaxy's halo in this.area. The 'shape' of the sky, «as
represented by the polynomial / was assumed to remain
constant and the polynomial was scaled by multlplylhg by the
ratio of the two sky values. The scaling factors were: for
Cl3. m i  0.9438, C333Y4; l.iOlO, C335Y4; 1.O50B. The Scaled*
polynomials were, subtracted from the corresponding object






' TABLE 3.1;. Ipage Proceaathg Programmesi Nàwe*’> Authors, 
; aA(J Functions -7.. ' - %' ' ;\’. r'-'
. \
I Name(Author j >
, Wx:(i,4i») ;
-CliÆüW (l,2m,4m) 












# L Ÿ É t  (4 ) 
ladNH Cl)
Function |
Replaces a" small area Of ah\ image using • 
a specif ied .value or a value interpolated 
from the pikela bordering the area.
Replaces hot pixels with à local 
background value. '
Creates a file containing the coordinates of 
hot pixels (using same detection technique as 
CLÉANH). : '
Compares files created by HUNTH and fihds 
coordinates common to all files...
Removes,large blemishes by two-dimensional 
interpolation. '• .
Removes blemishes using the median filter '
Performs statistics (mean, standard • v;
deviation, histograms., etc) in a. rectahguiar 
area of an image. %
Displays an image.pVo^uced By gn RCA CCb.
%s an arithmetic operation on,each 
pixel of an integer number image, producing 
a teal number image.
Computes the average of up to ten images.
■ computes the diffitence of two images ,
. (pixel-by-pixei)\ :
Plat-f ields ah image. ,U'V '
Heavily smOot^K.an image by averaging in 
: blocks. ' ■
Computes tiie 9##Cf icients of a second 
order. ’ twgfdimerTsiOnal polynomial fit 
tp a n 'ittkge and constructs a corresponding
Identifies' pixels of -#imiiar l>rightness/
' --i.;iŝ  ususaïly ,used ;to lOcate ispphotes ,'
«».• \ ' ? * 4.. V*.,-
O ' . '
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T ^ L E  3> 1. (Continued)





Delineates Isophotea, allows ellipses to be­
fit to the* by eye, and determines the 
average ADU/pij^el value gnder the ellipses.
Calculates the average ADU/pixel value 
Under a slpgle ellipse. .
Calculates thé average ADU/plxel value 
between two ellipses if bothVlllpses 
lie completely in the Image arb^^^
Calculates the average ADD/piXel value 
between two ellipses if one or both 
ellipses intersect the edge Of the image.
Author notation: 1 = G. Collins
2 = G. A.- Welch
A  3 = D. M.K. Welch '
4 = J. W, B. Allwright .





In section 4.1 the (methods used in, generating the
surface brightness profiles by fitting ellipses' .to. the
approximate Isophotes will be discussed, along with, the
method of normalizing the profiles. Section 4.2 contains a
' •• . . ■ ■ ■■ / , . _  '
. discussion and comparison of these profiles with previous
work. . Section 4.3 outlines plans for improving the
reduction procedure..
4.1 Surface Brightness apd Colour Profiles
Generating -a surface brightness profile fro# the
processed object images involves three steps';̂ - 1) the,
identification of pixels with ADU values, within a-, given
range (i.e., isophote generation), 2) fitting ellipses to
isophotes by visual inspection, and 3) determining the mean
surface brightness at the radial distance from the centre of
the gglaxy represented by the ellipse. This method . assumes
that elliptical Isophotes are appropriate for cD galaxies on
the basis that they are used satisfactorily in^odelling the
light distribution of elliptical galaXies. Note that this
proçaâs: usés, itiiage coordinates- .in units of pixels; the . .  . .-4 • ■





. ' \  ' ^  - . .  * *  - / ;  '
. A more objective method of fitting -ellipses using
numerical methods has been developed by Young et al. (1979)
And modified by Kent (1983). This method will be applied to
our data in the future. -
The initial att.empts,at'finding .isophotes, or regions 
of . similar brightness, used programme CÔNH. This programma 
essentially delineates an isophote by locating pixels which 
have an ADO .count larger than a specified level,- and which 
have ât least one neighbour with a lower ADO. count. This 
resulted in thin Isophotes with, fairly sharp edges in 
regions of rapidly changing ADU, but in broad isophotes with 
poorly defined edges in areas where the gradient was small.
The problem pi ill-defined isophotes was partially 
solved by creating programme ISÔPHT. This programme is a 
modification of.CQNH which allows the user to specify the 
range of ADU values used in defining the contour. This 
allows greater flexibility in .generating isophotes. For 
example/ when a particular ADO range generates ^oo 'fuzzy' 
an iSOphote, a narrower range can be specified to sharpen 
it. . ' - :■ •
k -  .
. - S I  ; .
• *,. " ' -. -
' ■ . V ■ ■ " ' -$ The hext s-tep . Invqlved fitting ellipses to the 
isophotes using the ellipse dre^wing routines (Ei.LS2I^ ELL2r 
and EHLiSAVI). These programmes allow the parameters of • an 
ellipse to be adjusted while the ellipse is visually fit to' 
the isQphote generated by ISOPHT.. • *
At this point SBPROF was written for the purpose of. 
combining the tasks described above and thereby reducing 
processing time. SBPROF first checks each pixel to 
determine if its ADU count lies within the range specified.
If so,. its location is. stored in the -output file which is
then displayed .on a TV monitor. An ellipse is then fit by 
eye to the resulting isophote. The ADU values of pixels in 
the object image corresponding to. those forming the ellipse 
are then combined to derive a meah ADÜ/pike1 value along the 
ellipse. . The programme can also calculate the mean;
ADU/pixel .value within an annulus . defined by two
.non-intersecting ellipses (ELAVGl, ELAVG2, -and ELAVG3). 
This option, which sacrifices radial'résolution, is used to 
increase the S/N in regions bf loyc signal.
SBPROF was used to derive surface brightness profiles 
from three images of NGC 6166, one in B (A332Y4) and two in 
R (A336Y4, A130Y4). The R. image A336Y4 was analysed first. ' 
The isophote generating option was used'to find pixels in 
the rangé 499 - 501 ADD. This was the largest ADO value 
used because at larger values the distbrtion / due, to
I ,
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filtering weis greater than 1%. ft'3.irigle ellipse was fit to. 
the resulting isophote, and the average un^er the ellipse 
determined. This process continued for isophotes separated 
by 50 ADU out to the 199 - 201 isophote, and at :20’ADU
intervals thereafter out to the 9 9 - 1 0 1  ADU isophote. 
Annuli were used to generate the remainder of the profile. 
The coordinates of the centres of. all the annul! were taken 
as the average of the coordinates of the previous 12 •
ellipses. The coordinates of the centres of the ellipses 
were within ± 3 pixels of their, average. The ellipticity
and position angle of the outermost ellipse was'used for all
annul!. The first six annull were each 5 pixels wide and 
separated by 10 pixels. The remaining 11 annul! varied from 
8 to 20 pixels wide.
The B surface brightness, was determined from image 
A332SS using the same set of ellipses and annul!. Before 
this could be done the B. and R images needed to be
registered so .that, the coordinates gf the ellipses - and
annull referred to the same areas of the galaxy On both 
images. This was done by comparing the location of the 
peaks in the brightness distribution of. two stars common tb ,
both images and , in diagonally opposite corners .of the
images. AS expected^ this showed that the , images differed . 
only by a translation in both directions. The same 
technique of registration was used on the second red image ̂
• ■ ' ■ ■/  ̂ 53 .
\ -7 ' - : \ ' 7  '
which aeryéd as a check oh thë systematic.errors.
The results described so far are given .'in Table 4.1. 
Column ( 1 ) contains; •' for thé first 12 entries, the
semi-major axis in pixelp of the best-fitting ellipse, and
for the remaining 17- entries, the- sejni^major- axes of the 
inner boundary of the annulus. Column (2) is the geometric
mean " of the semi-major, and semi-minor axes .of the
best-fitting ellipse (/ab) to the power 0.25. For annuli/
the «x;eS: of the ellipse midway between the inner and outer 
borders is used. This gives r which is used for ease of
comparison with previous work and is calculated from the 
following:
\ . . - y/4' ■
r^% = ' y Ô.4I7 (RA2) /Ï*- e" (187000/246265)]  ̂(4.1)
where 0J417 àroséc/pixei is the scale of the image, R is the
■ . ' ■ ■ - ■ ■■ •  ■ .  : ■ ' ,  -  ■major axis in pixels, e is the ellipticity, and 187,000 kpc
is.the distance to MGC 6166 (Thuan . and Romanishin 1981)-
The factor (R/2) - "e = .^aF is derived from, the definition
of ellipticity, (b/a) “ 1-e, and the fact that . a =  (R/2)
Columns (3) and (4) contain the instrumental surface _
brightness as functions of r in B and’ R respectively. These
• are calculated as follows : . \ -
' /: = -2.5 log[0.4l?"' Ï] + c' : • ' - *4:2)




Instrumental b (A332Y4) and r (A33$Y4, A130Y4) Surface 
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band as calculated Ijy SBPROF,.. (0.417)'^ = 5.7508
2. ’ * / pixèla/(arcsec) is tl\e areal scale of the image, and C is
àn additive constant to be determined belQW. • Column (5) is
the difference of columns (3). and . (4), giving the
instrumental- colour .(b-r). Column (6 ). is the instrumental
surface brightness.in R from the secpnd image (A130Y4;
superscript ' c') and column'(7) is the difference of columns
(3) and.(6),
Some method of normalizing our measurements was needed
in order- to compare our results with other work. Time did
not permit processing the calibration fields, which would
otherwise hâve been used to transform our measurements to
the standard system. Instead, we normalized our. photometry
to existing photometry at one radial point of^he galaxy in.
order to obtain. the additive constant iri. equation (4.2).
' \ - ' . - ■ : -  . • ■ ■■ Gallagher et al. . (1980; Table 1) give the extinction
. and K- corrected, colours, (B-V)„ = 0.97 and (V-R)^= 0.79 at 
R ç ^ =  22 kpç, where Rg^ is assumed to be the same as thé 
geometric radius (Tab). Thuan and Romanishin 
(1981, figure 7) find / ^ y r 22.40 mag arcsec"^. at the .same 
• radial distance. Assuming that the isophotés and isochromes 
have the same shapes, and disregarding the. possible, aperture 
smearing effects discussed by Valentijn (1983)  ̂ the blue 
surface brightness at this distance la approximately.
I
. (B-v) + /Vy 0.9:7 + 22.40. = ,'23.37 mag/0  . (4.3)
•By Intérpolatiort between the entriea for a = -64 .and 72 
■ pixels in column (3). of . Table 4.1, = -7.11049.. Thé
correction to be added to the entries in column (3) is the 
difference of and ; ie.,
. c'̂ = = 30.48 mag./0 . .(4.4)
For the colour at Rgg = 22 kpc we find from ■ Gallagher et '
.1.. : , ■ ,, ' ' ^
= (b -V)̂  + ^V-R/. = 1.76 .mag/0 , (4.5)
- while according to Table 4.1 column( 5), ~ /̂ r . = 0.79772.-
The correction to be added to the entries in column (5) is 
. therefore,  ̂ '
’ . '= 0..96 mag/ 0  . . (4:6)
The entries in Column (4) are normalized by adding c' - c '. 
The same procedure is applied in normalizing.' column( 6 ) of - 
Table 4 .1, These prof iles are tabulated in Taible • 4. 2.
Column (1) is the same as column (2) of Table 4.1, column■ ■ ■ ' ' ■ ' - . , , ' ' .
(■2.) ds the normalized B Surface brightness as a' function of . 
r'^ coliHnn ( 3) is the • same for- column (4) la the 
normalized C B-R) profile, ‘column ( 9). is the R profile of the 
second red Imagç (A130Y4), and column (6 ) is the difference .
■ Vd . ■ '4 . ‘of columns (3) and (5). For rv,<2.6 (kpc) the difference
»
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is ■ ̂  11 For > greater galactocerttric distances, the
difference gets progressively larger. ColUmh (7) is ' the 




TABLE 4.2. NormAized 6 (A332Y4) and R (A336Y4, À13QŸ4) Surfa.ce 
Brightness and (B-̂ R) Colour Profiles of NGC 6166.
I . . I -  /-W I ■ _  I /I?  I
I(kpc4) I(mag/ 0  )|(mag/ 0  )](mag/li)|(mag/ ’B  )|(mag/ H  ) |(mag/E)|
I ICA332Y4) l.(A336Y4) ( | (A130Y4) | . . ] ^







































































































































































































The normalized'3 and R surface brightness; profiles are 
presented in figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively/ Included in 
thèse plots are Oemler's band data as given in Thuan and . 
Romanishini - (1981 . figure 7). These data, and the 
deVaucouleurs law fit .by Thuan arid, Romanishin (1981), have • 
been normalized by adding (B-V)^= 0.97 in B and subtracting 
(V-R)^= 0.79 in R (Gallagher et.al. 1980). In' both cases
r ̂  =. 2'. 6 ( kpc)^.
our profiles seem to agree with Oemler'.s out to roughly
or r 45 kpc. Farther from the centre our 
profiles depart radically from Oemler's. The rapid deql^pe 
exibited by our surface brightness profiles for r > 45 kpc 
is probably .caused by our method of determining the sky 
background. Our assumption thàt the sky has bçen reached in 
the upper-right corner of the object images has prqb^ly 
resulted in the subtraction of not only sky light but some 
of the ■ galaxy's light as well. To test this we determined 
the semi-major axis of the first annulus to intersect the 
region used to scale the sky. The Intensity of the galaxy 
at .the corresponding distance, as given by Oemler's profile, 
was subtracted from each of Oemler's data points. T&e 
resulting'profile is, giveri by the soi id squares in figufe 
4.1. It follows Our observed profile quite closely; This 
indicates that, our method of determining the sky background 
has probably produced the rapid decline in our profiles. .
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. • . r - (koc)^ ,
figure 4.1. The'B surface brightness profile of HOC, 6166 from A332Y4 ( • ) , .
: normalized at the point ipdicated by the arrow, to Oemler,' & V-batid photometry ( O  ) 
The solid Ijlne is a dèVahcouleur law fit by Thuahi and Roitianisbiti 11981) to, . 
Oen\ler"^s datg. The solid squares represent some of Oemler's data t;^duoed by the. ' 
intensity given by the asterisk'. For clarity, Oemler's data hetvebeeh shifted 





R profile of-NQC 64.̂ 6; f^on» A346Ÿ4- ( .fV:)„ and
" " ' - ' ■■" ,#e(WQares :ana.:\thè' sqKlK:-WA#Y4;/ip1/.#t#4izëd':A ,
:ï:À - 4 :  tbtty: 'hâyè/.beép vfeitieâ 'iy by Oif 9 MAg/aïÇ«s,̂ <5
Ê
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Figure ;4.̂.. ' • - differenceŝ  betwê )i .the, Vàffoüs ctoaèryed à.ùt'fape torightnegs
ptofî içs: 'and thè (iteyagôowleuÿs i#* ̂ ven FigüTeé 4.1 4à|. .. ,o^h,fiirc;Lfes
«jrë fô  . R : (4336%;4)''. so.$.id; c:̂ rdl,gs -fo#'.% (Al3t0y4> / (#32Y4) # ,
'an4 ègüa)irep ar4. for.,o^l6ÿ' y-*baM; :.,
KL0 4l^ ̂ e m g l ç ^  
/
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. This profile’ from thé second red . Image (A130Y41 is
plotted as the ' open circles ( O  > in Figure .4.2, where it 
differs from the A336Y4 profile by more than 10%. As can be 
seen from Table 4;. 2 and Figure 4.2 the profiles from the'two
red Images , are in fairly good agreement ( ie./, 0.10 màg
■ t/4 : : • '4 : ■ ’ ’ ' •'difference), for r <2.6. For r  ^ 2.6 the difference '
becomes progressively greiter,
• In order to more\clearly show the .detailed structure of
. ' ' . ■- ' ■■., ■< . ■ . ■ ■ \ - 
the profiles for r ( 3.0 the differences between the
various profiles «̂ nd the deVauçouleurs law are plotted in
figure 4.3.. On this, scale thé departure of our profiles for
I/a. ■. ‘ ■ ' ■ . ' *
r 2,6 from the trend shown by ■ Oemlé’r's data is 4nore
■ ’ ' . ■ ■ • . -, obvious. The trends displayed by each profile, continue for
■ I/i. ■ ' . " ' ' ' - . ■ ■r y' 3.0. Our profiles tend to be mucih smoother than
Oemler's, , Indicating tha!t our observations are less noisy. 
This plot also, shows, that the .deVaucouleurs law published by 
Thuan and; Romanishin <1981) does not fit the observed 
profiles very well. According;:to Oemler.' s profile ' the . halo 
begins at r ̂  = 2.6. Our prof ilés tndiC^ate that it begins 
closer to thé centre of the. galaxy aè ^ C 2.‘35. HoWever, 
part pf this, difference could hé due to thé normalisation of 
our observations.
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The (B-Rr colour profiles derived from the two red 
injages are given' in figure 4.4. For clarity the data for • 
r ' 3.0 <kpc> are not plotted. The A130Y4 data (•) ahow
that the colour of t^e galaxy becomes bluer by -^0.03 mag.
. ' ' . • ■ '/ÂT ■for 2.0 < r <2 .6', and then reddens rapidly. for r'TV^.2 .6 . r '
. • . . . ' ' ' ■ ' ■ ■ - ■ ■ .y-V " . • -■ The A336Y4 data (O)' show that ' the colour ^ecqm^ ' ))luer by 
-'0.04 mag for 2.0 r <^2.4< then drops sljiÎÀrjôiy. ̂ . by :
, I /a. • ' . . * /\0.125. mag between r ̂  = 2.4 and 2.6, This is follotjed by à . 
steep reddening trend similar, to the A130Y4 dal^a. To ' model 
the effect . 6A  our treatment Of the sky . on the colour 
\profiles we calculated the magnitude difference • between;
Oemler's profile . (figure■4.1 Q.V and Oemlef's profilé.
•modified as ‘ described above (figure 4.1 M ).. Xctège
differences represent the effect of subtracting galaxy li()ht ‘
in addition to the light of the sky. The differences w e r e ■ 
plotted as a function of distancé and a smooth c u r V e À a s f it : -
by eye to the points. The curve, wqls normalized to *
• : , ' • ’ 14 . • V... - ' ■ ; ■ , ■'"(B-R) = 1.77 at r = 2 .0 , and plotted as thd' •solid triangle^ . . . ' .
in figure 4-, 4, This profile shows t?hat would be obtained if
all\ the error introduced by our method of deteraihing; the , -
sky level entered in the. B bandpass ; The actual curve - , ^
cannot be anvVBteepfer'than shown .because the error in thé R
bandpass is in the Aame sense es. in the B bandpass, aqd... •
therefore » reduces thé steepness of the curve.v This result, ; V..
shows,» however, that the* overall magnitude.and Sense of ‘ thé ¥











The B-R coloijr profiles, for NGC '^166 ,fr6i« the blue ‘ Image A332Ÿ4 
ahd the Aed imagesr A336Ÿ4 (O ), and Al3pŸ4(*>, . The triartgles'.teprélent the 
model disoussed in . the text. .." ‘ '
figure 4
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determining the sky level. On the other, hand,, the model 
cannot reproduce ' the complicated structure-of the observed 
profiles, for example, the ^0.01 mag bump at r = 2.05. , 
'^is kind of structure may in fadt be real, thus j-üstifÿing 
comparison of these profiles with other work.
.The arithmetic average of the two (B-R) colour profiles / 
is plotted in figure 4.5. The error bars represent the
difference between the two profiles. Also plotted are
. colour profiles talken from Gallagher et al. (1980) and.
Valentijn (1983). Gallagher et al. give a (B~V) colour 
profile of NGC 6166, and Valentijn gives the average (B-V) 
values of a sample of 6 cDs (not including NGC 6166) at 
galactooentric distances of 90 and 8Cj kpc. The (B-V) values 
Were crudely transformed to (B-R) using the relationship 
between (B-V) and (V-R) for giant stars given by Johnson 
* (1966). This relation was normalized to the (B-V) vs.
(V-R) data for elliptical galaxies from Gallagher et al.
\  ■ ' '  ̂ .. , ;(1980, .Table 1),* by subtracting 0.15 mag in (B-V). In the
Inner région of our average profile (2.0 <. r C'2.45) the
colour becomes bliier by 0.03 mag: This change is similar to
the . bverall trend displayed by the data of Gallagher et al.
Thé change in colour over the Inner region is, larger than
the typlqal error in the same region.’ The trend displayed 
in the innér regions confirms the général• contlusion of
previous observational stvdies, and, the prediction of the
67









Figure 4.5. The average of the two colgujç profiles in Figure; 4,4 is given by 
the sntooth curve,.. The erroi bars tèp^reseht the'di-ffeienge. between the profiles, 
3h% hgrmali&ed data of Gallagher, et al. , ,i;is>$0) àre given bÿ, the èquaresr àhg that 
of Valéntijn. (1983) bÿ.'the triangles.' . . '. 'mi' . . . • • j '
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tidal debris and the cooling intracluster medium models, ‘ 
that cD galaxies become bluer at larger gàïactofcentrid 
distances..
The sharp . drop to bluer colours between
»/+ 2.45 and 2.55, and the subsequent rapid'reddening., may
be artifacts of our method of ' determining the sky level.
HowéVer, it is interesting to rtote that if the rapi<i drop
' - - . \ ' ' . 
between r ' = 2.45 and 2.55 were extended it would give
colours similar to Valeotijn's. At this time.wë Cannot
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•4.3 Future Improvement's In Data Reduction, • .
Future ëfforts Vi.ll concentrate on developing a method
of determining the sky backgrour\d ^corrections. Three
possibilities are given below/-
.We have examined only a s^alT, -subset, of ■ the ■ data 
obtained at the CFHT. Therefore, we.will first process the 
complete data set using . the ' or.l̂ ljnal technique of
subtracting an unsealed polynomial fit to a sky image.
, ■ . ' : ' • /  -■■■'■ '■ ^  - -, ' .
Alternatively, we could dèterm^ine the ' sky level on. the 
short exposures of the central regions.of the galaxies (eg., 
A110Y4), and force the profiles obtainèd from the short 
exposures, to fit thoSe ■ obtained from the long exposures.
.̂Tljie sky background on the halo Images would be fixed by 
forcing; the halo and central image profiles to agree in the 
région'Where the ̂  mages, overlap.^ ; There may, however, ' he a 
problém with a low sighal^to-nofse ratio in the.Short 
exposures.  ̂ •
If the • halo images have not reached the outer haJLp then 
it may be possible to approximate the sky background using a 
suitable portion of the halo Imdgès. Thé sky background . on 
the central images can then be fixed by forcihg the profiles 
generated by the central and halo images to lagree in the
«' • * ■ f.’ • ■ 'regiog where thé two images overlap.
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i^other improvement Will involve developing a more 
objective method of fittirtg ellipses tjo isophot es (Young et 
al. 1^79 and Kent 1983). This’will hopefully determine the 
run of ellipticfty and position ’angle of the ieophotes. 
Also, the calibration images will be used,to determine the 
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CHAPTER .5 
SUMMARY ■
B and R CCD images of NGC6166 in A2199 and - the 
anonymous cD galaxy in A14I3 have been obtained using the 
CFH 3.6m telescope. A systematic ‘procedure for ' the
processing of CCD images.has been developed: It involves
subtracting the bias level introduced by the electronics, 
subtracting the thermal background, removing unwanted 
objects and blemishes-, and Correcting for areal sensitivity 
-variations across the' CCD,
Surface brightness profiles in B and R for NGC 6166
were obtained by determining the average ADy/pixel vàlues in
concentric elliptical annul!, and were normalized using the 
photometry of Gàllaghër et al.(1980), and of Oemler (1976) 
as presented by Thuan and Romanishin (1981). Our profilés 
agree with Oemler's out to "^45 kpc from the centre. Beyond 
this point bur profiles drop rapidly compared to.' Oemler's.. 
The sky background was found to Vary significantly. The
method used to determine the sky level .probably produced the 
rapid decline displayed by our profiles. »
The (B-R) colour profile becomep bluer by 0.03 mag 
between ghlactocentric distances of roughly 16 and 33 kpc. 
Beyond 33 kpc the profile shops a sharp dip to. the blue
72
followed by a rapid reddening. Sope .of these trends, in 
particuia^r the rapid reddening, mdy be caused by oyr method 
of determining, the. sky level. .The 0.03 mag decline between 
16 and 33 kpc is qualitatively consistent, with: the
observations . of Gallagher e.t al. ( i960 ) and with the
predictions of both the tidal debris and cooling IÇM models 
df cD galaxy formation. However, these results are 
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DATE : 3/4 May 1984.
File I UT . I Object I Inte^^ 1 Filter| ST . 1 RA | DEC | 
I Name j j j ration I |. • I 1950. | ,1950 |



























































Ci32Y4 13 19 
A133Y4 13 43
BÏ3#Ÿ4^14 05 









































60 ■ R 09 49 45
60 R 09 55 42
90 B 09 59 05 -• ,
90 B 10 02 50
*10 06 04 ;
10 07 26
30 B 11 36 oil 12 09.1 18. .37,.0'90 B 11 46 .47 12 09 * 1 18 37..0 ■/
• 60 R 11 53 43 12 09.1 18 37..060 R 12 10 49 11 54.3 23 29 .7 ■
-60 R 12 19 47 . 11 54.2 23 29;i 8 :
600 •R 12 25 20 U 54.2 23 29.:8900' R - 12 47 52 11 53.0 23 49:.8
13 07 12 l
1 13 08 18
, 13 09 23 . y
900 R . 13 16 51 11 54.0 23 29.,8
900 ' R 13 40 25 11 54.2 23 .01.8 ^  ••
1200 B 14. 01 50. 11 54.2 23 29..8
1200 B 14. 29 13 11 53.0 23 49.,8 .
1200 B 14 53 02 11 54.0 23 29..8 .
1200 B 15 17 17 11 54 . 2 23 01.8 .15 41 51
120 É 15 .43 47 12 09.2 18 37. 2
120 R 15 47 ‘ 44 12.09.2 18 37. 2 , ; :
■ 15 52 .38
15 54 14
60 R 16. 35 52 16 28.0 39 35. 2 ^
60 ' R 17 03 38 16 25.0 39 35. 2 ^
900 r; 17 08 48 16 28.0
. » 39 35. 8 /
900 R 17 30, 05 16 28.0 39 20.3 '
1200 . B 17 47 36 ■18 28.0 39 20.:3 • •
1200 B 18 11 13 16 28.0 39 35. 3 ■
18 34 08.




, 3/f ;y ; _■;.■•; ■ }'/; : :' ..•; y- . % ■"-': y ■•;




^^37X4 14 25' M92 . 
■; ’-y;--ai38Ÿ4:^ 14 29 \H9^
; .:,;• ; :;..̂ ,;:Bi4qif4 ■-. 0^ 3iî:-
/■ y: •. '• ■// ■ 8142X4 . 14 36 % a 3
; ; B143Y4 . 14 37 Bi&s
: B28ÎX* 1^: ,.; B202Y4 l4 48 Biae
' v '- ,/ 8 2 0 %  %4 4^ -Blam
y'.': "v!M#X4 yÎ4v,4Xy:;#i4s.: 
• ; 0205X4 14 48 ; Borné
. ; 0106X4 14 52 Dome
- ' O2OXX4 ; 14
::OlOBX4 15 06 Bome 
0209X4 y 15 09 jDo%e 
'0210X4; 15 12 
:G2liX4 'I5y l6 - pOifté 
0212X4 : 15 18 ; Borne ,
•if.’-À ■'













"TB 18 47 43 17. 16.4 43 04V1
8 "^18 53: 15 17 16144 43:54.1
8. 18 57 23: ■ 17' 16.4 43 04.1'y
B 18 5 5  53 17 16: 4 43 04 .1
. . .,:yi5^2Xl7 .-..: :.yy






6 .0 . 
.60 
- ••'I 900 
900
■ • 19 14 26
V 19 15 30
B .19 17 10
B 19 21 13
B 19 25 56
B • 19 35 03
B ■ 19. 38 .14
B • 19 41 03
R 19. 44 32
R l9 47 00'■ * .'■■■-- '.'''. '̂
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DATE: 4/5 May 1984
I File I or I Object | Iriteg- IFllteri ST | RA | DEC
I Name I: | ration | ' 1; , I 1950 | ' 1950
































































































09 33 25 •W»900 09 35 32 ■ « *
60 R 09. 59 .4260 R 10 01 5560 R 10 04 27
90 ■ B . 10 07 ,37 i ;• 90' B 10 10 19 V
9o ' B ■- 10 13 I V10 B 10 16 15
90. B 10 17 49
60 B .11 0.5 34 12 09.2 18 37.0120 B 11 13 00 12 09.2 18 37 .0
' 120 R 11 18 11 12 09.2 18 37,060 R .11 28 12 11 54.4 23 29.8120 .R 11 32 25 11 54.2 23 29..1; 900 R 11 38 01 11 54.2 23 29.7900 . R 11 57 27 11 5.3.0 23 49.8
1200 B 12 14 16: 11 53.0 23 49.7 •1200 B 12 39 05 11 54.2 23 29.813 05 03
13 06 27. 120 fi 13 08 05 12 09.2 IB 37.0
120 R li 12 47 12 09.2 : 18 37.0
. 900 13 16 51
60 R 13 53 33 17 16.4 43 04.5.60 . B m 3 - 59 56 '17' 16.4 43 04.41200 14 .05 58 16 76.0 39 35.3 •
120 ■ B 14 33 22 16 28lo 39 ,35.7
1200 B 14 36 55 16 28.0 39 35/71200 B 14 59 37 16 28/0 . '.39'.20,7
,900 ' R 15 21 06 16 <28.0 39 26.6-
^90 :,R. 15 39 .29 16 28.0 39 35.7ft
■ ■4.- i
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4/5 May 1904 continued; ' •
I PiXe I UT I Object | Intèg-r |Filter |, ST \ RA
1 Marne I . | | ration | I | ; 1950
I I t ml I See I I h m 9 I h" . mI d )  1 (2) I (3). . 1 (4) I (5) I (6) I . (7)
a337Y4 11 24. Biaq . '
A338Y4 11 29 N4147 -, 120
A339Y4 IX 34 N4T47. . X20
B340Y4 11 37 Bias
A401Ÿ4 11 48 N6166 • 120
A402Y4 11 55 N0156h , ' I2b0
C40^Y4 12 19 M6166S2 1443
A404Y4 12 47 N6l66h ‘ 900
C405Y4 13 05 N616&S2 900








16 01 32 12 09.2.
16» 05 54 12 09.2
16 09 26
16 20 33 ‘ 16 27.9
16 26 59
16 50 52
17 18 58 
















A407Y4 13' ^M92 .60 R 17 58 58 17 16.4 . 43 03.3
À4Û8Y4 13 30^^M92 . 60 . R 18 02 34 17 17,4 43 03.6A409Y4 13 33 M92 60 B 18 OS 15 16,4 ■ 43 03.6
B410Y4 13 35 Bias ■ 18 07 51
A411Y4 13 39 N6166. 120 B 10 11 25 16 27.9 39 35.0
À412Y4 13 44 >J6166h 1200 . B 18 16 41 16 28.2 39 34 . 9
C413Y4 14 06 N6l66s2 , 1200 .' B 18 39 07 16 26.6 39 40.-2À414Y4 14 31 H92 60 ■ B 19. 03 22 17 16.4 • 43 03.4
A415Y4. 14 33 M92 60 , R 19 06 06 ,17 16.4 43 03.4
A416Y4 14 38 M92 30 R 19 10,56 17 16.5 43 09.0
A417Y4 .14 40 M92 30 ' B 19 13 02 17 16.5. 43 09.0B4I8Y4 14 42 Bias 19 .14 .59
B419Y4 14 44 Bias 19 16 25, '
C420Y4 14 47 Dome 90 B •'■.19 20 11 , ' 1 ■Ç421Y4^ 14, 50 Dome 90.. B 19 23 08 ‘
C422Y4 14 53 Dome , 90 . B ' 19 26 04
C423Y4 14 57 Dome ; : ■ ■ 60 R 19 29 21̂ .C424Y4 14 59 Dome 60 R 19. 31 47 •
C425Y4 15 pi Dome 60 R 19 34 13D50IY4 .15 -27 'park 900'* 19 59 47






D50BVi : Dark«DS09Y4 , ■ Dark
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